Educational village draws much praise
Tribal architecture mimicked by forward-thinking builders

The architectural practices employed in building
traditional Yurok houses are based on a highly sophisticated
technique called passive solar design.
Passive solar design is an energy-efficient method of
constructing homes that relies on composition, rather than
resource-demanding climate control machines, to regulate the
temperature within the dwelling. This revolutionary approach
to architecture is on full display at the Tribe’s Cultural
Knowledge Park, where the Yurok Watershed Restoration
Program recently finished building an educational village site,
which will be used to teach visitors about Yurok life ways.
The Cultural Knowledge Park consists of a sweathouse,
family house and dance house. There is also a traditional fishcooking pit and shaded area with seating.
“The village was constructed in accordance with what
was past down through our families from the beginning of
time,” explained Yurok Watershed Restoration Program’s Tony
Alameda, who oversaw the construction side of the project.
Alameda, who was raised by his mother and grandparents
in the village of Rek’-woy, grew up next to a traditionally built
ceremonial redwood plank house, which stood until he was
17-years-old. Since at least the early 1900s, the house was
used as a model to build other traditional homes. Alameda
used that house and his pictures of it as inspiration to build
the Cultural Knowledge Park.
Traditional Yurok architecture varies slightly from village
to village in Yurok ancestral territory. Family houses built
by Yuroks from the inland village of Weych-pus are slightly
different than those made by people on the coast in O
men. The construction methods used to make the Cultural
Knowledge Park reflect the customary building techniques
employed in Rek’-woy, the village on the north side of the
Klamath River mouth, where Alameda’s family has lived since
time immemorial.
Alameda, Will Proctor and Dwayne Proctor worked on the
project from start to finish, and they had intermittent help
from several others (see list below).The composition of the
homes was also influenced by the cultural knowledge passed
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Tony Alameda puts up a redwood wall on a plank house at the Tribe’s new Cultural Knowledge Park.

down through Dwayne and Will Proctor’s family. Dwayne and
Will, father and son, also work for the Watershed Restoration
Program. Dwayne’s knowledge of the wood and Will’s
organizational skills and photo-documentation of historical
houses was extremely beneficial to the project. The pair also
put in hours of physically demanding, detailed work into
constructing the Knowledge Park, Alameda said.
“We all come from dance families. If it wasn’t for Dwayne
and Will, this whole process would have failed, or at bare
minimum, been extremely more difficult. It would have been
too hard going off of one perspective,” Alameda said.
Since the cultural knowledge park is mainly meant to give
visitors a general understanding of Yurok life ways, a few
details were intentionally left out. The village is meant to
increase visitors’ knowledge about the Tribe without breaking
cultural laws and rules. For instance not everyone was allowed
to go in a sweathouse, but at the Cultural Knowledge Park,
everyone can go in because it’s not a traditional building,
according to Alameda.

More on passive solar design
As fossil fuels become scarcer and their environmental
impact more acute, modern builders are drawing on this
practice, which Yuroks mastered thousands of years ago.
The passive solar design of traditional Yurok houses
draws upon a number of elements. The foundations are
built into the ground to maintain the desired temperature
and humidity inside the home. Roughly half of each house is
above ground the other portion is underground. As a result
of this practice, Yurok family houses are cool in the summer,
warm in the winter and dry all year long.
Throughout the cold winter months, the deep earthen
walls collect, store and evenly distribute heat throughout the
residence. In the summer, the thick walls naturally spread
mild air around the home and block out the intense heat.
The above-ground walls are comprised of stocky slabs of
redwood. Many of the planks at the educational village were
split by hand just as they have been since the beginning of
time. The roofs are also made of staggered, heavy redwood
planks that are connected to the frame of the house by both
grape vine and gravity.
The redwood used to construct the traditional buildings
originated from old-growth that the members of the
Watershed Restoration Program recovered from former
logging sites. Some of it was buried and had to be unearthed
before it could be used, which speaks to the quality of the
lumber.
“It is very difficult to get old-growth redwood. We split
what we could and milled what we couldn’t,” Alameda said.
“I’m glad to see that this wood was put to good use.”
In a traditional family home there is an expansive shelf
space, where the earth ends and the redwood planks begin.
This is where dried goods such as smoked salmon, elk jerky
and dehydrated fruit can be safely stored for many months
at time.
“Unlike modern houses, every square inch of a traditional
home has a purpose,” Alameda explained. “If one looks
around a contemporary house, half of it cannot be used for
anything.”
Traditional homes, unlike modern western housing, lasted
for hundreds of years and were more than a place live.
“When you built a home, it was considered a family

member. You would take care of that home like you would
take care of your grandparents or great grandparents.
The Watershed Department hopes that visitors and tribal
members adopt that mentality and respect the structures for
what they are,” Alameda said.
Since completing the educational village, many
people have positively commented on the aesthetics and
craftsmanship of the buildings.
“It felt good having some other ceremonial leaders say,
for its purpose, the village looks great,” Alameda concluded.
The following tribal staff contributed to building
the houses at the Knowledge Park: Yurok Watershed
Restoration Program Manager, Rich Nelson, Walt “Black
Snake” Lara, Billy Joe Peters, Buck Peters, Ryan Offins, Pete
Thompson and Daniel McQuillen.
This projected was funded by a Housing and Urban
Development grant, secured by the Yurok Tribe’s Planning
and Community Development Project, as well as BIA
money.
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